Running a successful awareness program takes a lot of work— assembling the right training and reinforcement assets for each employee group, running phishing programs, assessing employee knowledge, and ultimately managing overall program delivery. It can turn into a full-time job—but it doesn’t have to. What if you could do it all from a single, web-based portal, with everything you needed to run your program right at your fingertips?

With MediaPro’s Adaptive Awareness Portal™, you can.

With MediaPro’s Awareness Portal, you’ll get direct access to all program components: training, reinforcement, phishing, program planning, knowledge assessments, and an LMS. From the Portal, you can build an awareness plan, select and assign training, download reinforcement materials, run phishing campaigns, and track overall program progress using a graphical dashboard.

Features
- Easy access with a single login to all services
- Graphic Dashboard to view and assess key data points
- Assign and manage all program components from one location
- Views for stakeholders and administrators

Services
- Program Planning Tools
- Knowledge Assessments
- Phishing Simulator
- Full Training Content Library
- Course Builder Tool
- Full Reinforcement Library
- LMS

The Content You Need—All in One Place

For more information, visit www.mediapro.com or call 800-726-6951.
Adaptive Awareness Portal

About MediaPro

MediaPro is nationally recognized for producing award-winning, web-based security and privacy awareness materials that reduce risk and improve employee compliance. In addition to the MediaPro line of training for general security and privacy awareness, MediaPro also develops custom security and privacy e-Learning courseware. MediaPro has won more than 100 prestigious awards for instructional excellence.

Benefits

- Integration of multiple program components into a single interface
- Ease of administration reduces time spent managing programs
- Data integration allows deep insights into employee performance and ROI

Tied to MediaPro’s Adaptive Awareness Framework™

For those running security and privacy awareness programs, the Adaptive Awareness Portal provides all the tools you need to deliver a consistent and engaging message with measurable results. MediaPro’s integrated set of awareness solutions are based on the four components of our best-practice Adaptive Awareness Framework:

**ANALYZE** the knowledge and behavior of your employees using the Knowledge Assessment tool and test phishing resistance using our Phishing Simulator. Both tools report data directly to the Portal Dashboard.

**PLAN** your program by identifying your core risks and determine the desired outcomes of your awareness efforts. You can then align these outcomes with training, reinforcement, and ongoing analytics to ensure the awareness program is achieving the results you desire.

**TRAIN** your employees and communicate your awareness message in the right way, to the right people, at the right time. Use Course Builder to brand your courses and export them directly to the built-in LMS (or to your LMS). There are no limits to the number of courses you can build and deliver from the Portal.

**REINFORCE** your training with an array of materials that will support your awareness message. Download any of the videos, posters, games, articles, and other assets from our library that match your organizational culture.
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